Conditions for entry to the Slovak Republic from 16th November 2020

What country are you coming from?

LOW RISK COUNTRIES (green country)

- Coming from EU country
  - You do not have a confirmation with a negative RT-PCR test result
  - The confirmation of registration must be proved during the control at the entrance to the Slovak Republic.
  - Stay in home isolation (with people who live with you in the same household). You can take the RT-PCR test for COVID-19 no earlier than on the 5th day after arrival.
  - Entry to the Slovak Republic is possible without proving the COVID-19 test

HIGH RISK COUNTRIES (red country)

- Coming from non EU country
  - You have a confirmation with a negative RT-PCR test result (test results not older than 72 hours are accepted)
  - The confirmation of registration must be proved during the control at the entrance to the Slovak Republic.
  - Stay in home isolation (with people who live with you in the same household). Regional Public Health Authority will provide you with a RT-PCR test for COVID-19 on the 5th day after arrival.
  - Isolation ends on the 10th day with asymptomatic isolation
  - Isolation ends with a negative RT-PCR result for COVID-19
  - It is not necessary to pass the test after arrival to the Slovak Republic for COVID-19
  - Isolation ends with a negative RT-PCR result for COVID-19

Exceptions are listed in the Decree of the Public Health Authority of the Slovak Republic, which prescribes measures in the event of a threat to public health after entering the territory of the Slovak Republic.